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SUMMARY 
Values of three mean velocity components and six turbulence stresses measured in 
a turbulent shear layer upstream of a simulated wing-fuselage juncture and immediately 
downstream of the start of the juncture are presented and discussed. 
The wing and fuselage are simulated by using a body of constant thickness 
mounted perpendicular to a large flat plate. The body has an elliptical leading edge, 
and a two-dimensional turbulent boundary layer is developing on the plate far upstream 
of the body nose. The measurements were conducted at three streamwise stations 
upstream of the body and at one station in the juncture just downstream of the body 
leading edge. Two single-sensor hot-wire probes were used in the measurements. 
The separated region just upstream of the nose of the body contains an area of 
reversed flow near the plate surface where the turbulence level is high. Outside of this 
area the flow skews as it passes around the body. This skewing has begun by 1.75 body 
widths upstream of the nose. In this skewed region, the magnitude and distribution of 
the turbulent normal and shear stresses within the shear layer are modified slightly by 
the skewing and deceleration of the flow. 
At a streamwise distance in the juncture 1.3 body widths downstream of the body 
nose the secondary flow vortex is tightly rolled up and re-distributes both mean flow 
and turbulence in the juncture. 
The data acquisition technique employed here allows a hot wire to be used in 
reversed flow to indicate flow direction. 
INTRODUCTION 
The flow in a wing-fuselage juncture or corner is an example of a three- 
dimensional shear flow where there is a significant secondary flow present, which is to 
say that there are significant velocity components normal to the main flow direction. 
Similar types of flows occur in the juncture of wing-pylons and wing-winglets and in the 
corners formed by a two-dimensional airfoil model and the walls of a wind tunnel. 
The presence of a strong secondary flow in these flow situations is due to two 
effects. When a body such as a wing projects from a fuselage surface, the oncoming 
boundary layer (here considered as a turbulent boundary layer) skews as it passes around 
the obstruction. This skewing stretches and rotates the vortex lines within the 
approaching boundary layer, producing a streamwise vorticity in the juncture. Secondly, 
the blockage associated with the presence of the body causes the oncoming boundary 
layer to experience steep adverse pressure gradients in the vicinity of the body leading 
edge. As a result, the boundary layer generally separates and a strong vortex sheet rolls 
up and trails downstream in the juncture. Commonly, this trailing vortex dominates the 
juncture flow. These two mechanisms for depositing streamwise vorticity in the 
juncture are shown schematically in figure 1. 
The secondary flow in streamwise junctures described above has been investigated 
both experimentally and numerically because it may have an important effect on the 
drag of the juncture as well as on the flow on a surface downstream of the juncture. In 
addition to the effect on aircraft performance, juncture flows can have a significant 
effect on airfoil drag measurements in two-dimensional wind tunnel tests. This provides 
another motivation for the study and understanding of such flows. 
Numerical analyses of turbulent juncture flows (e.g., refs. 1, 2) have concentrated 
on the flow in a juncture formed by two bodies with coincident leading edges. Such 
analyses would be applicable to the juncture flow considered here when applied 
downstream of the separation region using assumed or measured initial conditions at one 
station in the juncture to predict the flow behavior at a station further downstream in 
the juncture. In support of analyses such as these, detailed measurements of mean flow 
components and turbulence quantities have been carried out in a juncture by Shabaka 
and Bradshaw (refs. 3, 4) and by the authors (ref. 5). 
Experiments such as those noted above have defined the character of the juncture 
flow downstream of the body leading edge. The initial development of this juncture 
flow, that is, the behavior of the oncoming turbulent boundary layer as it experiences 
and reacts to the presence of a body protruding from a surface, is not well documented. 
Detailed experimental measurements in the shear layer upstream of and around the 
leading edge of such a body are the subject of this report. 
The three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer near the leading edge of a body 
mounted perpendicular to the surface of a flat plate has been studied by several 
investigators, but the studies have been confined to the use of pressure probes or 
surface flow visualization. Hornung and Joubert (ref. 6) considered a circular cylinder 
standing on a flat plate and took data using a total-head probe fitted with yaw tubes on 
the sides in order to calculate velocity profiles. No measurements of the reversed flow 
in the separated flow region upstream of the body leading edge are presented. East and 
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Hoxey (ref. 7) measured mean velocity profiles, yaw angle profiles, skin friction, and 
static pressure distributions in the vicinity of the leading edge of a blunt body mounted 
on a flat plate. Again, the primary objective of this work was to gather experimental 
data for the three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer. Accordingly, their 
measurement stations were at or outside the separation line and a three-tube yaw probe 
was used to measure mean-flow quantities. Peake, Rainbird, and Atraghji (ref. 8) 
discuss the extent of the separated region ahead of various blunt bodies protruding from 
a flat plate as deduced from surface flow visualization studies. Briley and McDonald 
(ref. 91, in discussing numerical solutions for a horseshoe vortex resulting from the 
interaction of a laminar boundary layer developing along a flat plate with an elliptical 
strut, point out that numerous flow visualization studies are available but that little is 
available in the way of detailed flow measurements, particularily downstream of 
reattachment. The same comment may be made regarding the turbulent flow problem, 
which has prompted the work reported herein. 
The juncture flow problem investigated here was generated by a constant- 
thickness body (“wing”), having an elliptical leading edge, which was mounted 
perpendicular to a large flat plate (“fuselage”) along which a turbulent boundary layer 
was developing (fig. 2). Three mean velocity components and six turbulence stresses 
were measured in the unseparated turbulent boundary layer at four streamwise stations 
located upstream and just downstream of the leading edge of the body (fig. 3). In 
addition, some hot-wire measurements were made within the separated region upstream 
of the body leading edge so as to bring out the features of the roll-up of the separation 
vortex. These measurements near the leading edge of the body, when combined with 
the existing detailed measurements of reference 5 in the juncture itself, provide a 
comprehensive set of data for the entire juncture flow field which should be of value in 
numerical analyses of the problem. 
The equipment and instrumentation used in these experiments, as well as the data 
analysis and most of the data acquistion procedures, are the same as reported earlier in 
reference 5. A summary of each of these items will be given here for completeness, 
and further details may be found in reference 5. A detailed discussion of the model and 
actuator is found in reference 10. 
SYMBOLS 
a Coefficients of polynominal approximation (eq. 20) 
A-F 
ell 
E 
Ea 
EO 
h 
R 
ij 
sy Y, n 
S 
T T’. . 
Pq’ iI 
U 
U’ 
U 
‘BN 
U eff 
uN 
?- 
vi, vi 
VOJ 
x9 Y, z 
xi, x’. 
a, (A, 9 
Subscripts: 
4 j, P9 q 
R 
n 
S 
X 
Y 
Z 
ad 
Constants used in data reduction, defined in equations lo-15 
AC component of ER, volts 
Nonlinear output voltage of constant-temperature anemometer, volts 
Linearized output voltage of hot-wire anemometer, volts 
Output voltage-of hot-wire anemometer at zero velocity, volts 
Binormal velocity coefficient (eq. 2) 
Cosine of angle between xvi and xj coordinates axes 
Hot-wire coordinate system (figs. 7 and 10) 
Constant of proportionality (eq. 4), volts/m/s 
Second order tensor components (velocity correlations) used in 
coordinate transformations (eqs. 25 and 26) 
Instantaneous fluctuating velocity, m/s 
Root-mean-square fluctuating velocity, i.e., u’ = r 7 , m/s 
Local mean or time-averaged velocity, m/s 
Binormal velocity component, normal both to UN and UT (eq. 2), m/s 
Effective cooling velocity (eq. I), m/s 
Velocity component normal to hot wire in plane of wire-support needles 
kq. 21, m/s 
Velocity component tangent to the hot wire (eq. 2), m/s 
Velocity components used in coordinate transformations (eqs. 22 and 23), 
m/s 
Undisturbed freestream velocity, m/s 
Laboratory coordinate system (figs. 7 and lo), m 
Cartesian coordinate axes used in coordinate transformation, m 
Angles expressing hot-wire orientation (fig. 7) 
Indices for coordinate, velocity, and tensor components (1, 2, 3) 
Linearized output 
Component in n direction 
Component in s direction 
Component in x direction 
Component in y direction 
Component in z direction 
Indicates that quantity is evaluated with wire angles a and $ (fig. 7) 
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EQUIPMENT 
Wind Tunnel 
The experiments were carried out in the Georgia Tech Low Speed Wind Tunnel, 
which is an open return type with a velocity continuously variable to a maximum of 22.9 
m/s (75 ft/s). The test section is 1.07 x 1.09 x 6.10 m (42 x 43 x 240 in.) and the 
freestream turbulent intensity, utoo/Vao , near the exit of the test section was measured 
to be 0.5%. 
Body and Flat Plate 
The body, which was mounted perpendicular to the flat plate and aligned with the 
wind tunnel axis, consisted of a leading edge which was a 1.5:1 ellipse attached to an 
afterbody of constant thickness 57.9 mm (2.28 in.) and length 1.22 m (48 in.). The 
leading edge had a strip of distributed glass-bead roughness, (average bead diameter 
0.25 mm (0.01 in) ), which was 6.35 mm (0.25 in.) wide beginning 25.4 mm (1.0 in.) 
downstream of the nose. 
The body and flat plate were mounted in the free jet at the exit of the open return 
wind tunnel (fig. 2) in order to allow a simple way to move the measurement probes over 
a considerable distance in the transverse and streamwise directions. The flat plate was 
mounted above the floor of the wind tunnel and an extension of the plate, which served 
as a boundary layer development section, protruded 572 mm (22.5 in.) upstream into the 
wind tunnel. The flat plate was fitted with a trip wire 0.97mm (0.038 in.) in diameter 
located 102 mm (4.0 in.) downstream of the leading edge. 
The plate was designed with interchangeable segments (fig. 2) so that the 
particular segment containing the probe and actuator (fig. 4) could be located at 
arbitrary streamwise stations. The step at any joint between segments was at most 
+ 0.13 mm (0.005 in) compared to a nominal boundary layer thickness of 25.4 mm 
cl.0 in.). 
Hot Wires 
Two hot-wire probes were used in this investigation (fig. 5). These probes were 
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used with the probe axis perpendicular to the plate surface. The hot-wire sensor was 
supported on needles which protruded through the surface of the flat plate. 
The probe with the wire held parallel to the plate surface (i.e., support needles of 
equal length) is shown in fig. 5(a) ) and is called the “horizontal wire”. The needles were 
3.18 mm (0.125 in.) apart and supported a platinum-coated tungsten wire 0.0051 mm 
(0.0002 in.) in diameter with an etched center portion 1.27 mm (0.050 in.) long. The 
probe needles could be extended to a maximum height above the plate surface of 
approximately 35.6 mm (1.40 in.) and rotated a full 360’ about the probe axis. 
Since the data analysis required the use of a hot wire oriented at an angle to the 
surface of the flat plate, a second hot-wire probe was constructed with needles of 
unequal length (fig. 5(b) ) and is called the “slant wire”. In order that the wire not be in 
the wake of the longer needle at certain angular orientations as the probe rotated about 
its axis, the longer needle was offset by a distance of 5.1 mm (0.20 in.) as shown. The 
wire was the same type and diameter as the horizontal wire and was 4.5 mm (0.177 in.) 
long. Because of the needle geometry, the sensor portion of the slant wire was limited 
to an excursion in y, the distance above the plate surface, of 27.9 mm > y > 2.3 mm 
(1.10 in. > y > 0.090 in.). The wire orientation angle, a , was approximately 45’, with 
the precise angle being measured to within + 0.05’ by using an optical comparator. 
Both probes were calibrated by extending the needles upward until the sensor 
portion of the wire was at the outer edge of the boundary layer and normal to the 
velocity vector. Then the output voltage was measured in this flow of known 
(measured) velocity. 
Actuator Linear Motion 
The segment of the flat plate which contained the hot-wire probe consisted of a 
slide and slide bed (fig. 4). The probe was held in an actuator which hung below the 
slide and moved with the slide. 
The streamwise (x) location of the survey station was changed by manually 
interchanging suitable segments of the flat plate (fig. 2). Linear movements of the hot- 
wire sensor in directions perpendicular to the plate (y) and normal to the body surface 
(z) were accomplished by using lead screws driven by stepper motors. Since two probes 
(horizontal and slant wire) had to be used sequentially in order to determine all of the 
required mean flow and turbulence quantities at any measurement station, it was 
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important that the sensor portion of each wire be located at the identical point when 
the probes were interchanged. This was accomplished to an accuracy of + 0.025 mm 
(0.001 in.) using special optics and techniques (ref. 5) developed for this purpose. 
Including this uncertainty, it is estimated that the y location of the probes was accurate 
to within + 0.05 mm (0.002 in.) while the z location was accurate to within + 0.10 mm 
(0.004 in.). 
Actuator Angular Motion 
In addition to linear motion, the hot-wire probes had to be rotated about their own 
axes in order to generate the necessary data. The local flow yaw angle, g, was found 
with the horizontal wire and formed the basis for the coordinate system used in taking 
data with the slant wire. The determination of this angle involved a measurement of 
both the reference main flow direction (i.e., the x axis) and the local flow direction. 
The uncertainty in the magnitude of the local skew angle, 8, when obtained in this 
manner was estimated to be + 1.0’. Using the special optics mentioned above, the slant 
wire was oriented with respect to the data coordinate system to within less than 0:5’. 
INSTRUMENTATION AND PROCEDURES 
Freestream Velocity 
The velocity of the wind tunnel flow was measured with a pitot-static probe 
mounted just outside the boundary layer. The dynamic pressure was read with a Barocel 
electronic manometer and digital voltmeter. The wind tunnel velocity was held 
constant to within + 0.5% and was in error by less than + 0.5%. 
During hot-wire velocity calibration the pitot-static probe and hot-wire sensor 
were located near each other and at t = 152 mm (6.0 in.) where the flow is effectively 
two-dimensional. 
Hot-Wire Anemometer 
The hot-wire probes were connected to a TSI Model 1050 anemometer, with the 
output..of the anemometer going to a TSI Model 1052 polynominal linearizer. 
Local Mean Velocity 
The linearized output of the anemometer was read with an HP 24OlC integrating 
digital voltmeter. This voltmeter was set for maximum integrating time (1.0s). Mean 
D.C. voltages were taken by arithmetically averaging 30 voltmeter samples (i.e., a total 
of 30 seconds of integration) for Uy and 20-25 voltmeter samples for Us . A discussion 
of the choice of averaging times is found in Appendix A of reference 5. 
Turbulence Measurements 
The A. C. component of the linearized hot-wire output was measured with an HP 
Model 3400 A true RMS meter and read with the HP 24OlC digital voltmeter set to 
integrate over 1.0s. By using repeated samples, an averaging time of 20-25 seconds was 
used for u’ S’ utn, and uSun and 30 seconds for u’ Y , u u SY , and u u y n. The averaging time 
for some of these quantities is longer than that used in reference 5 in order to improve 
confidence in the arithmetically averaged values and to further decrease the scatter in 
the data. 
Data Handling 
Movement of the actuator stepper motors and data acquisition were controlled in 
real time by an on-site computer. Both the DC and RMS average signals were output on 
paper tape and later read into storage to be processed on a central computer. 
Operating Conditions 
All of the tests were run at a nominal freestream velocity of 15.24 m/s (50 ft./s) 
giving a Reynolds number of 994,000/m (300,00O/ft.). The turbulent boundary layer 
thickness on the flat plate at the streamwise location corresponding to the nose of the 
body was approximately 22.9 mm (0.9 in.), corresponding to a ratio of body thickness to 
boundary layer thickness of 2.53. 
Coordinate Systems 
Two Cartesian coordinate systems were used in presenting and taking the data 
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(fig. 6). The first coordinate system was the x-y-z coordinate system used in data 
presentation. These are laboratory coordinates, with x in the freestream direction, y 
perpendicular to the surface of the flat plate, and z normal to the body surface. The 
laboratory coordinates are defined such that x = 0 at the nose of the body, y = 0 at the 
plate surface, and z = 0 on the body surface. Thus, x< 0 implies a location upstream of 
the body while -29.0 mm cz CO denotes a transverse location upstream of the body and 
between the vertical plane of symmetry and the vertical plane containing the body 
surface (fig. 3). Since the body has a constant thickness of 57.9 mm (2.28 in.), a value 
ofz=- 29.0 mm corresponds to the plane of symmetry. 
The second coordinate system was the working coordinate system s-y-n used in the 
taking of data. The local yaw angle, 8, was found for each value of x, y, and z using 
the horizontal hot wire. This value of 8 defined a local s-y-n coordinate system which 
rotated about the vertical y axis as the value of y changed (fig. 7). When all of the 
required measurements with the horizontal wire had been taken, the probe was removed 
and replaced with the slant-wire probe. The slant wire was then oriented at an 
appropriate angle $ with respect to the local s-axis (s-y-n) previously determined 
(fig. 7). 
General Method 
The four streamwise measurement stations used in these experiments were 
located ahead of and around the body leading edge (fig. 3) at x = - 102 mm (- 4.0 in.), 
x = - 38 mm (- 1.5 in.), x = - 11 mm (- 0.44 in.) and x = 76 mm (+ 3.0 in.). At each of 
these streamwise stations, mean flow and turbulence data were taken from near the 
plate surface to the maximum allowable value of y at several transverse locations, z. 
Specific values of y and z where measurements were made are found in Tables 1 - 4. 
There was no flow reversal or local skew angle in excess of 90’at any of the 
streamwise stations except for the station at x = - 11 mm (- 0.44 in.). At this station, 
which is just ahead of the nose of the body, there was flow reversal inside the separated 
region (i.e., for some negative values of z). As will be described in the next section, the 
local yaw angle, 8, was determined at each value of y by rotating the horizontal wire 
and taking data on both sides of a flow direction which had been established in the 
measurement at the previous step in y. A new, correct, direction then was established 
and the process was repeated. Measurements were begun at the largest value of y, 
where the flow direction was known approximately, and then the horizontal wire was 
“marched” toward the plate surface from the outer edge of the shear layer. This was 
the technique employed in reference 5 and in the measurements made here outside of 
the separated region. 
When this same technique was tried within the separated region, starting from the 
outer edge and using suitably small steps in y, it was found that the local flow angle 
could be tracked without ambiguity through 90’ (i.e., reversed flow) and beyond. 
Previously, the hot-wire has not been considered an attractive device in such a flow 
region because it gives the same output signal (same cooling) whether the flow is from a 
given direction or 180’from that given direction. The “marching” technique employed 
here, when carefully done, eliminated this directional ambiguity. 
In making hot-wire measurements within the separated region it was found that, 
as well as starting at a suitable distance above the plate surface and “marching” inward, 
the probe could be “marched” in the z direction at constant y by starting at a suitably 
large value of z where the local yaw angle was small. A “marching” technique in both 
the y and z directions was used in taking the data within the separated region which is 
presented here. It should be noted that, although this technique eliminates directional 
ambiguity, there are still uncertainties in the data within some segments of the 
separated flow region because of a combination of high turbulence level and low mean 
flow velocity in these areas. The linear analysis used here is not suitable for such 
situations. 
Data Quality Control 
The hot-wire calibrations and the polynomial coefficients for the linearizer were 
updated periodically as required. Close attention was paid to drift in the electronic 
instruments, and compensation was made for variations in the temperature of the wind 
tunnel air as described in Appendix B of reference 5. The output of both probes was 
monitored for vibration and, in the case of the slant wire, operated so as to minimize 
wake effects due to the needles. 
Except in certain areas of high turbulence in the separated region, the 
repeatability of the data was considered to be excellent and consistent with the 
repeatability shown in reference 5. An error analysis is included as Appendix A in this 
report. 
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DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS 
Equations for Evaluating Velocities and Velocity Correlations 
The hot wire is shown schematically in figure 7 with an arbitrary orientation in 
both the laboratory (x,y,z) and hot-wire (s,y,n) Cartesian coordinate systems. The y 
ordinate is measured normal to the flat plate whereas x, z, s, and n are in the plane of 
the plate. The hot-wire coordinates were used for data acquisition and the data results 
then were transformed into the laboratory coordinates for all data presentations. 
The orientation of the hot wire in the wire coordinate system is specified by the 
two angles a and 9 shown in figure 7. The angle a is the angle between the axis of 
wire rotation and a normal to the wire defined to be in the plane containing the hot wire 
and the axis of wire rotation. The angle $J is the angle between the s axis and the 
projection of the hot wire on the s-n plane (i.e., the plane of the flat plate). 
The voltage output of the constant-temperature anemometer is related to a, $ , 
and the three instantaneous velocity components. That is, 
E = E(Us + us, uy + Uy’ ‘-$)I a,+) 
Introduce an effective cooling velocity, Ueff, such that 
E = E&Jeff) (1) 
where 
U eff = fWs + us, uy + u y9 u,,a ,+I. 
The expression for E will be linearized. For the present investigation, the relationship 
for ‘eff first suggested and studied by Jorgensen (ref. 11) was used. This expression is 
+ k2U2 + h2 U2 
l/2 
T BN (2) 
where UN is the velocity component normal to the wire in the plane of the wire-support 
needles, UT is the velocity component tangent to the wire, and UBN is the binormal 
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velocity component which is normal to both UN and UT. The coefficients k and h must 
be determined by calibration. In terms of a, $ ,* and the three instantaneous velocity 
components equation (2) becomes 
Ueff = (([(Us+ us)cos$+ unsh*]sina-(Uy+ uy)cosa]2 
+ k2 ([(Us + us) cos 9 + unsin $1 cos a + (uY + uy) sin a)’ 
+ h”(- (Us + us)sin Q + uncos $]2)L/z (3) 
The relation between Ueff and E, as expressed by equation (11, was determined by 
experiment for both wires used in this study. These data were then used along with the 
linearizer circuit of the constant-temperature anemometer to generate, for each wire, 
a linearized output voltage E R which is directly proportional to Ueff. Thus 
ER = SUeff (4) 
where S is the constant of proportionality. 
EQ can be decomposed into a mean or DC component, Ea , and a fluctuating or 
AC component, eR , where the bar denotes taking the time average or mean and gR = 0. 
Thus, equation (4) becomes 
Ea + ell = SUeff (5) 
I?& and the root-mean-square of eQ (i.e., J- 
2 eR ) are the measureable quantities which 
are related to the velocities. Taking the mean of equation (5) gives 
5 
s = ‘eff 
Squaring equation (5) and then taking the mean and using equation (6) gives 
2 
“a 2 
S2 = ‘eff - Zff 
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(6) 
(7) 
Equations (3), (61, and (7) yield two equations relating Ea. and 2g to mean values of the 
various velocity components and turbulence quantities for fixed values of a and Q 
through equation (3). 
2 To relate E R and eQ to the unknowns velocity components and turbulence 
quantities using equations (6) and (71, it is-necessary to evaluate UTff, fleff, and uzff 
from equation (3). The evaluation of U2 eff simply requires squaring and averaging, 
yielding terms in Us, Uy, and averages in products of the fluctuating velocity 
components. However, the evaluation of the latter two mean quantities requires that 
equation (3) be expanded in a truncated Taylor’s series. For the hot-wire axes of figure 
7, Us is the only zeroth order velocity component while Uy, us, uy, and un are fist 
order terms. Therefore, for this analysis equation (3) was expanded in a series using Us 
as the zeroth order term and then averaged over time to obtain ueff first. Both ueff 
and u2 eff were truncated by neglecting third and higher order terms. After squaring 
and collecting terms under the square root radical on the right-hand side, equation (3) 
may be rewritten in the form 
U l/2 eff = Us A (1 + E) 
where c involves first and second order terms only and is given by 
‘2 = 22 + (2)‘+ B[($)2 + 2vs + 
S 
2 U 
+c g 
( > 
+ D 
[ 2 
+g+ e!Y 
S S S us us 
(8) 
2 
( Y 
2 
S 
u u 
+ c zs 1 
(9) 
where 
A = COST 9 sin2 a + k2 cos2$ cos2 a + h2 sin2 J, 
B= (~0s~ a + k2 sin2 al/A 
c= (sin2+ sin2 a + k2 sin2 9 cos2 a + h2 cos2 6 )/A 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
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D = 2 cos $ sin a cos a (k2 - 1)/A (13) 
E = 2(sin IJ sin a cos a) (k2 - 1)/A (14) 
F = 2 cos $ sin $ (sin2 a + k2 cos2 a - 2h2)/A (15) 
Expanding equation (8) in a Taylor’s series, dropping terms of E 3 and higher order, and 
introducing the results into equations (6) and (7) gives 
5 - = up (1 + ; I? -$ 3) S 
and 
2 2 
eE Us A (Z z2, 
z= 4 
(16) 
(17) 
Finally, using equation (9) to evaluate F, z2, 2 and 8 and dropping third and higher 
order terms, equations (16) and (17) become, after rearranging, 
5 
s= uslK [ 1 + (; - p’,(S + $)+ 4 2 
S S S 
+ (: - !f) 5 
S 
+ (5 - y) YY$ ]
S 
and 
+ DF ‘yUn + F ‘sun 
2 
US2 -1 US2 
(18) 
(19) 
Equations (18) and (19) are the general form of the hot-wire response equations 
used for evaluating the mean velocity components Us and Uy and the six turbulence 
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quantities uts, uty, u’,,, usuy, usun, and uyun~ This was accomplished by using the 
horizontal wire ( a = 0) at the three orientations IJJ = 90’ and I/J = + 45O and by using 
the slant wire ( a = 47.3’) at the four orientations JI = 0, J, = 180°, and I$ = + 25’. The 
specific equations for these wire orientations are given in reference 5. 
Methods and Calibrations 
The orientation of the hot-wire coordinates was determined experimentally at 
each point in the flow field by rotating the horizontal wire (a = 0) around its axis of 
rotation. A typical variation in the nonlinearized mean voltage output with angle of 
rotation, X , (see fig. 7) is shown in figure 8. This bell-shaped curve is symmetrical 
around X = 8 , in which case the wire is normal to the local mean velocity vector and, 
thus, normal to the s axis. This symmetry was used to evaluate 8 as described in detail 
in reference 5. 
The variation in the nonlinearized output voltage E with the effective velocity 
U eff, as expressed in functional form by equation (l), was determined experimentally 
using a pitot-static pressure probe to evaluate Ueff. These tests were conducted in the 
freestream (i.e., Ueff = V,) where the effect of turbulence is negligible. The hot-wire 
was oriented normal to the freestream flow. Typical calibration results for the 
horizontal wire are shown in figure 9(a). The linear relation between velocity and 
voltage, as given by equation (4), was obtained by fitting the nonlinear calibration data 
(e.g., the calibration data of figure 9(a) ) to the fourth-degree polynomial 
U eff = al(E - Eo) + a2(E - Eo)2 + a3(E - Eo)3 + a4(E - Eo)ll (20) 
where E. is the output voltage with Ueff = 0. The coefficients al, a2, a3, and a4 were 
determined by a least-squares fit to the calibration data. The operations on the right- 
hand side of equation (20), for given values of the coefficients and E,, were performed 
by the hot-wire linearizer. This electrical analog circuitry, with an input voltage E, 
outputs a voltage given by 
EQ/S = al(E - Eo) + a2(E - Eo)2 + a3(E - Eo)’ + a4(E - Eo)4 
in accordance with equation (4). The constant S was selected so as to yield a convenient 
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numerical relationship between Eli and Ueff (ref. 5). Figure 9(b) shows the linearized 
form of the calibration data of figure 9(a). Typically, the velocities are within + 0.5% 
of the straight line approximation for the range of velocities covered herein. 
Calibrations were made periodically during the tests to assure that accuracy was 
maintained (i.e., periodic corrections were made to account for drifts in the wire and 
electronics). 
The binormal velocity coefficient, h, in equation (2) may differ from 1.0 because 
of wire asymmetries and the effects of the needles and needle support. The effect of 
the needles was calculated to be small. The needle support was outside the flow field in 
the present investigation and, therefore, could have no effect. Furthermore, several 
tests in the freestream were carried out with each wire where the flow was normal to 
the wire but at two angular orientations 180’ apart (i.e., using opposite sides of the 
wire). Any differences were within data scatter. Therefore, for these investigations 
the coefficient h has been taken to be unity. 
The tangential velocity coefficients, k, for the horizontal and slant wire were 
determined by testing the wires in the uniform freestream at several yaw angles X . 
The magnitude of k was evaluated by least squares fitting the date to the equation 
ufff = U; + k2 U: + UiN 
From these tests it was determined that for the horizontal wire (a = 0) 
k2 = 0.025 
and for the slant wire (a = 47.3) 
k2 = 0.055 
Transformation to Laboratory Coordinates 
The hot-wire coordinate system rotates with the mean flow velocity vector and, 
therefore, with respect to the fixed laboratory Cartesian coordinate system as shown in 
figure 7. For theoretical analysis, it is usually convenient to work in the fixed 
laboratory coordinates. Therefore, the results expressed in the hot-wire coordinates 
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have been transformed to the laboratory coordinates for all data presentations. This is 
accomplished by using the tensor transformations for Cartesian coordinate rotation. 
For convenience, let the hot-wire coordinates be represented by xti where i = 1,2,3 
and the laboratory coordinates be represented by xj where j = 1,2,3 so that 
x’1 = S, Xl2 = y, Xl3 = n 
and 
x1 = x, x2 = y, x3 = z. 
The corresponding coordinate systems are shown in figure 10. Rotation is about the 
x2 = xl2 = y axis. Using conventional index notation, the general form for the vector 
transformation is 
V 
P = ‘ip “i 
(21) 
where the indices i and p take on values 1, 2, and 3, Vti is the i component of the vector 
in the hot-wire coordinates (~‘~1, V is the i component of the vector in the laboratory 
P 
coordinates (xi), and R . 
IP 
is the direction cosine or the cosine of the angle between xii 
and x 
P’ 
The local velocity components Vii are related to those used in the previous 
equations by the identities 
v’p us, VI2 =u, VI350 
Y cm 
The local velocity components VP are related to those used in the data presentations by 
the identities 
vl = ux, v2 = u , Y 
v3 = uz (23) 
These relationships are also indicated in figure 10. 
The general form for the second order tensor transformation for the xii and x. 
coordinates is 
J 
T 
Pq 
= Rip fijq T’.. 
11 (24) 
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where T’. . 
11 
is the ij component of the tensor in the hot-wire coordinates, and T 
Pq 
is the 
pq component of the tensor in the laboratory coordinates. The six components of each 
of these symmetric tensors are related to those used in the previous equations and those 
used in the data presentations by the identities 
Ttij = u u 
SY 
uu 
XY 
2 
uY 
and 
T E 
Pq 
i 
7 X 
uu 
XY 
uu xz uy”z 
uu sn 
‘yUn 
7 n I 
uu 
xz 
uy”z 
z 
Z ! 
(25) 
(26) 
respectively. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The experimental results as presented in tabular form are discussed first, followed 
by a description of the general flow features taken from vector and velocity contour 
plots. Next, representative results at the various streamwise stations are presented in 
graphical form and discussed. This section concludes with a presentation of selected 
results at three streamwise stations which is in the form of composite plots. These 
plots are intended to be examined as an array so as to bring out the relative behavior of 
the various quantities. 
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Tabulated Results 
The primary aim of this experimental investigation was to determine measured 
values of the mean velocity components Ux, Uy, and Uz and the turbulence quantities 
u’ x’ y’ u’ ulz, u u , u u , - - and uxuz at selected locations ahead of and around the nose of XY YZ 
the constant thickness body. These values are given in Tables l-4. Although all of the 
measured values of the nine quantities are presented in these tables, the data taken in 
certain areas of the separated region must be considered to be qualitative only. This is 
because the turbulence level is high within these areas while at the same time the mean 
velocity is low. As detailed in the previous section, the data were analyzed and the 
desired quantities were extracted by simultaneously solving a system of equations which 
had been derived using the usual assumption that third and higher order terms are 
negligible (eqns. 18, 19). While such an assumption yields good accuracy for usual two- 
dimensional turbulent boundary layers and for the shear flow in the juncture itself (ref. 
51, it can result in serious errors for higher turbulence intensities such as those 
encountered here in some areas of the separated region. Without further analysis, it is 
not possible to specify a criterion to denote those values in the tables which should be 
considered qualitative due to the limitations of the data analysis. In jet flows, 
Bradshaw (ref. 12) suggests that when the local turbulent intensity reaches 0.30 the 
correlations become uncertain. 
General Flow Features 
The thin boundary layer on the flat plate upstream of the bluff body is skewed into 
a three-dimensional flow due to lateral pressure gradients imposed on the boundary 
layer as the flow decelerates. Also, very close to the leading edge of the bluff body the 
steep adverse static pressure gradients cause the boundary layer to separate and create 
a strong concentrated three-dimensional viscous flow. The extent of the separated 
region for the present experiments was determined by flow visualization using a film of 
oil on the plate surface. The resulting photograph is shown in figure 11. Superimposed 
on the photograph are lines denoting the location of the vertical plane of symmetry 
z = - 29.0 mm (- 1.14 in.), the plane of the body surface z = 0, and the location of two of 
the four streamwise measurement stations. 
Vector plots of the mean velocity component in the y - z plane at the four 
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streamwise stations (plus two more taken from ref. 5) are given in figure 12. This 
figure presents, a view looking downstream. Mean velocity vectors in the x - y plane of 
symmetry are shown in figure 13. 
Figures 12(a) and 12(b) indicate that the flow is symmetrical in that, in the plane 
of symmetry, z = - 29.0 mm (- 1.14 in.), the z component of mean velocity is very small 
and random in direction within the accuracy of measurement. At the furthest upstream 
measurement station, shown in figure 12(a), the oncoming boundary layer has already 
sensed the presence of the body and is beginning to skew. Surprisingly, there is a 
significant skewing of the two-dimensional boundary layer at least out to z = 152.4 mm 
(6.0 in.) or 2.6 body widths. This skewing at the outermost measurement station is 
greater at x = - 38 mm (fig. 12(b) 1. However, downstream of the body leading edge 
(fig. 12(d) ) the juncture flow is very compact so that at z = 152.4 mm (6.0 in.) the 
boundary layer is essentially two-dimensional. 
Between the plane of the body surface, z = 0, and the plane of symmetry, the 
character of the flow has changed dramatically by x = - 11 mm (- 0.44 in.), as illustrated 
in figure 12(c). In the plane of symmetry, the flow is directed downward until very near 
the plate where it reverses direction upward. This is also seen in figure 13, which shows 
flow reversal and, thus, separation. At larger values of z there is a significant 
downflow in the outer portion of the separated region and a small upflow near the plate 
surface. At z = 0 the boundary layer is skewed and essentially parallel with the surface 
of the flat plate. 
Downstream of the leading edge of the body (fig. 12(d) 1, the vortex which has 
rolled up as a result of the separation has turned and is trailing downstream. The data 
coverage around the leading edge was not dense enough to allow the plotting of vectors 
in radial planes centered at the origin of the elliptical leading edge, so it is not possible 
to illustrate the details of this roll-up history. 
The secondary flow vortex weakens and diffuses downstream in the juncture (figs. 
12(d), (e), (f) 1. Also, the effective core of the vortex continually moves away from the 
surface of the body. Using these three vector plots it is estimated that the core is 
located above the plate at a value of y = 9.0 mm (0.35 in.) at the first two stations in 
the juncture and then trails upward to y = 17.8 mm (0.70 in.). 
Vector plots of the velocity component in the vertical, x - y,plane of symmetry 
are shown in figure 13. At the furthest upstream station, the velocity profile is less full 
than for a normal two-dimensional flat-plate turbulent boundary layer, indicating that 
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the profile is being influenced by the adverse pressure gradient due to the blockage of 
the body. This behavior is more pronounced at x = - 38 mm (- 1.5 in.) but there is no 
evidence of flow reversal. Flow reversal has occurred at the measurement station 
closest to the leading edge of the body. In the region above the reversed flow, the 
velocity vectors are inclined downward. Apparently this is a manifestation of the 
impending reattachment and thinning of the shear layer as the boundary layer is swept 
laterally by the favorable pressure gradients which are created due to the flow around 
the nose of the body. 
The flow features in the vector plots just discussed can be explored further by 
inspection of graphs of contours of constant mean streamwise velocity, Ux. These 
graphs were constructed at the four streamwise measurements stations and are shown in 
figure 14. Two additional station in the juncture, taken from reference 5, are included 
in the figure. The deceleration of the oncoming boundary layer at the most upstream 
station (fig. 14(a) 1, due to the blockage of the body, is evident. This behavior 
accentuates and broadens (fig. 14(b) ) as the body is approached. Very near the body 
(fig. 14(c) ) th ere is a large region of low streamwise momentum bounding the 
separation zone, and the shear layer does not exhibit velocity contours which are 
parallel to the plate surface until a distance in excess of the half-width of the body 
away from the vertical plane of symmetry. In the juncture itself (fig. 14(d) ) the 
constant velocity contours exhibit the same behavior as noted previously in reference 5. 
Namely, the counterclockwise (looking downstream) secondary flow transports high 
velocity fluid toward the plate near the body surface and low velocity fluid upward and 
away from the plate surface further outboard (figs. 14(e), (f) ). 
Skewing in the Viscous Layer 
The skewing of the oncoming two-dimensional turbulent boundary layer due to the 
pressure gradients induced by flow around the body can be seen in figure 15, which 
shows the variation of the local mean flow direction, 8 , with distance above the flat 
plate as a function of z at the four x stations. A positive value of 8 signifies a local 
flow direction away from the body, while a negative 8 denotes flow directed toward the 
body. 
As pointed out in discussing the vector plots, the flow displays symmetry about 
the centerline vertical plane, z = - 29.0 mm (- 1.14 in.), as seen in figures 15(a) and 
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15(c). At the most upstream station (x = - 102 mm 1, the maximum skew angle of 6’ 
occurs -near the plate surface at z = 50.8 mm (2.0 in.). Nearer to the body 
(figs. 15(b), (c) ) the viscous layer near the plate surface skews to an angle of 30’ at 
z = 0 and to a lesser angle for other values of z. Figures 15(d) and (e) show that at 
x= 11 mm (- 0.44 in.) the velocity outside the plane of the body surface (z = 0) 
exhibits large skewing near the plate surface. Inboard of this, z < 0, the local skew 
angles near the plate surface are in excess of 90’. This implies that the flow has 
reversed in the lower portions of the separated region ahead of the body. However, in 
this separated region there is substantial lateral flow as indicated by the fact that 
0 < 180’. Finally, in the juncture itself (fig. 15(f) ) the skew angles are moderate, with 
the mean flow being directed toward the body at the outer edge of the viscous region 
and away from the body near the plate surface. This is the same behavior noted 
previously (ref. 5) at survey stations further downstream in the juncture. 
Mean Velocities and Reynolds Stresses 
Comparisons of the mean velocity components Ux, Uy, and Uz and of the six 
turbulence stresses with varying z are shown in figures 16 through 19 as a function of 
distance above the plate at the four streamwise measurement stations. 
The deceleration of the oncoming boundary layer at the most upstream station 
x = - 102 mm (- 4.0 in.) near the vertical plane of symmetry (fig. 16(a) ) has been 
pointed out previously, as has the skewing (figs. 16(b), (c) 1. The magnitude and 
distribution of the turbulent normal and shear stresses (figs. 16(d) through 16(i) ) are 
very similar to those in a comparable two-dimensional turbulent boundary layer with the 
exception of uyuz (fig. 16(i) ). For a two-dimensional turbulent boundary layer, uxuz 
and uyuz would be zero. Since the boundary layer at this upstream station is starting to 
skew and to become three-dimensional, these shear stresses would not be expected to 
have their two-dimensional (i.e., zero) values. However, because of symmetry one 
would expect the values of both uxuz and u u to be zero in the x - y symmetry plane 
z = - 29.0 mm (- 1.14 in.). 
Y-5 
This is true for uxuz at both x = - 102 mm and x = - 38 mm, 
but inspection of figure 16(i), and also of the tabulated data at x = - 38 mm, 
z = 29.0 mm, shows that this is not the case for u u . 
YZ 
There are two possible reasons 
for this. One is that the flow is not symmetrical, yet the mean flow quantities indicate 
symmetry as has been discussed. The second and more likely reason is inaccuracy in the 
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determination of u u 
Y z’ 
As was noted in reference 5, this turbulent shear stress is the 
most difficult to measure, and care was taken (Appendix C, ref. 5) to choose suitable 
orientations of the hot wires so as to minimize the uncertainty in the determination of 
this shear stress. While the scatter in uyuz was worse than that in the other measured 
quantities in reference 5, the value of uyuz was very small at the greatest distance 
away from the body juncture (where the flow was effectively two-dimensional) and u u 
YZ 
varied in the expected manner as the body surface was approached. The present results 
for u u 
YZ 
at x=- 102 mm (- 4.0 in.) in the plane of symmetry suggest that the 
uncertainties in the quantity are larger than those experienced in reference 5. While 
errorS In uY”z 
at measuring stations near the body leading edge at or near the plane of 
symmetry can be attributed to high turbulent intensity, this would not explain the 
unexpectedly large values of u u 
YZ 
in the plane of symmetry at the furthest upstream 
measurement station. The maximum allowable distance from the first measuring 
station to the body leading edge was constrained by interference between the actuator 
(which hung beneath the plate) and the tunnel outflow between the plate and the floor 
of the wind tunnel. Thus, it was not possible to make measurements in the undisturbed 
oncoming boundary layer. 
As seen in figures 17(a) - (c), the mean flow measurements at x = - 38 mm 
( - 1.5 in.) give no evidence of flow separation. The boundary layer is decelerated and 
thickened in the vicinity of the body, with relatively little skewing. The maximum skew 
angle occurs outboard of the vertical plane containing the body surface (i.e., 
z = 12.7 mm, fig. 17(c) ). Inboard of this plane, the turbulent normal stresses have 
essentially the same magnitude and distribution as at the station further upstream with 
the exception of ulx (fig. 17(d) ), which has changed because of retardation near the wall 
and transport of turbulence away from the wall layer, giving rise to a peak in the 
observed utx distribution. 
The results at the third streamwise measurement station x = - 11 mm (- 0.44 in.), 
shown in figure 18, are all for positive values of z, that is, for transverse locations 
outboard of the plane of the body surface. The hot-wire measurements within the 
separated region are discussed in the next section. Outside of the plane of the body, the 
mean flow profiles show that, near the body, the boundary layer is thickened (fig. 18(a) ) 
and there is a significant down-flow velocity component (fig. 18(b) ) and the skewing 
component (fig. 18(c) ) becomes very large. Regarding the turbulence stresses, the 
turbulent normal stresses outside of the separated region have changed slightly in 
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response to the retardation and transportation of fluid. 
The measurements in the juncture downstream of the leading edge at x = 76 mm 
(3.0 in.) are presented in figure 19. The profiles of the x - component of mean velocity 
(fig. 19(a) ) show that at small values of z (near the body surface) the profiles are fuller 
than those for the essentially undisturbed two-dimensional boundary layer, z = 152.4 mm 
(6.0 in.), indicating that high momentum fluid from near the outer edge of the shear 
layer is being transported to the vicinity of the plate surface by the action of the 
secondary flow vortex. Near the effective core of the vortex, the Ux profile is highly 
distorted. The counterclockwise sense of the secondary flow is evident by the sign 
change of Uy as z decreases in figure 19(b) and also by the sign change of Uz as y 
increases in figure 19(c). Plots of the turbulent normal stresses in the juncture 
(figs. 19(d), (e), (f) ) again point up one of the conclusions in reference 5, namely that 
the secondary flow redistributes the turbulence as well as modifying the mean flow. 
Near the effective core of the secondary flow vortex, the profiles of turbulent normal 
stress are highly distorted. The profiles of turbulent shear stress shown in figures l’9(g) 
- (i) also show the pronounced effect of the secondary flow vortex. These profiles are 
similar in character to those observed further downstream in the juncture (ref. 51, with 
the added feature that, very close to the body, the turbulent shear stress uxuz is 
significantly larger near the plate surface. 
Flow in the Separated Region 
As noted previously, there is a separated region upstream of the leading edge of 
the body; the extent of this region in the vicinity of the plate surface has been 
illustrated in figure 11. 
There are two difficulties inherent in making hot-wire measurements in such a 
separated region. The first is the problem of encountering larger turbulent fluctuations 
in areas where the mean velocity is simultaneously small. An example of this is 
illustrated in figure 20, which shows the variation of uVx and Ux versus y in the plane of 
symmetry at x = - 11 mm (- 0.44 in.). At approximately y = 2.5 mm (0.1 in.) the 
turbulent normal stress, uVx, is significant while the streamwise mean flow velocity 
component is small and becomes zero as the flow reverses. In areas such as this within 
the separated flow region, the truncated series expansion method used here to derive 
the equations for data analysis becomes inaccurate and the results within these areas 
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become qualitative because u’~/IJ~ is so large as Ux+ 0. This was pointed out earlier in 
the caution which was given regarding the accuracy of some of the values in Tables 1 - 
4. In addition to the shortcomings of the data reduction method, there are also 
unanswered questions regarding the use of hot-wire steady-flow calibration curves 
(fig. 9) in an environment where the mean flow is slow or zero and the wire is 
responding primarily to large oscillating turbulent fluctuations. 
The second major problem experienced in making hot-wire measurements in a 
separated, reversed-flow, region is the ambiguity of the results because of the inability 
of the hot-wire to distinguish between a flow from a given direction and one 180’ from 
that direction. The introduction to this report describes the “marching” technique 
employed here which eliminated this ambiguity. As was noted, data may be taken by 
“marching” in y at constant z or in z at constant y. 
An example of the results obtained by “marching” in y from the outer edge of the 
separated region toward the surface of the flat plate is shown in figures 21 and 22 at 
threes constant values of z. Referring to figure 21, the flow near the plate surface 
skews outward with an angle of about 60’ at z = 0, which corresponds to the plane of 
the body surface. Inboard of this location, at z = - 15.2 mm (- 0.6 in.), the skew angle 
near the plate surface has reached 90°, that is, the flow has turned outward at right 
flow near the plate surface has reversed direction. This same behavior is indicated in 
the values of Ux/V, (fig. 22(a) 1, where a negative value of the streamwise mean 
velocity component denotes a reversed flow. Indications of flow reversal also are 
evident in the variations of U (fig. 22(b) 1, which reverses direction in the free shear 
Y 
layer, and in the variations of Uz (fig. 22(c) ) which, along with the Ux data, imply 
skewing of the boundary layer. 
Figures 22(d) - (i) show the behavior of the turbulent normal and shear stresses 
within the separated flow region. Notice the large values on the ordinates of these six 
figures, and particularly on the last three. It is emphasized that the results presented 
for the turbulence stresses at y < 5 mm (y < 0.20 in.) must be considered to be 
questionable for reasons already discussed. These results are included in figure 22 (and 
also in the tables) for completeness and because no criteria were established for data 
rejection. However, the normal stresses in the separation region are large as they must 
be, and likewise the shear stresses. By the time y has reached a value of approximately 
10 mm (0.39 in.), the turbulence stresses in figures 22(d) - (i) have magnitudes that are 
reasonable. 
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Results obtained by the alternative “marching” scheme, namely “marching” in z at 
constant y, are presented in Table 5 and are shown in figure 23, where the skew angle of 
the flow is plotted versus z for various fixed values of y. Figure 23(a) gives the results 
obtained at x = -38 mm ( -1.5 in.). It will be recalled that the data presented earlier 
showed no flow reversal at this streamwise measurement station. This is reinforced in 
figure 23(a). Note that, at all values of y from 0.5 mm (0.02 in.) above the plate surface 
to the outer edge of the region, the maximum skew angle is less than 30°, confirming 
the absence of flow reversal. The quality of the data and of the flow is evidenced by 
the magnitude of the measured mean flow angle (ideally zero) in the vertical plane of 
symmetry at z = - 29.0 mm (- 1.14 in.) and by the symmetry of the results with respect 
to this plane. Figure 23(b), which shows results for x = - 11 mm (- 0.44 in.), clearly 
indicates reversed flow near the plate surface within a transverse distance from 
approximately z = - 15.2 mm (- 0.60 in.) to the vertical plane of symmetry. The surveys 
at the three largest values of y shown that the maximum skew angle is about 50’ as the 
flow turns around the body in the outer part of the viscous region. However, the 
surveys at the three smallest values of y, namely yl2 mm (5 0.08 in.), indicate a 
completely different behavior. At approximately z = - 15.2 mm (- 0.60 in.) the flow has 
turned through an angle of 90°, or at right angles to its original direction. In the plane 
of symmetry, z = - 29.0 mm (- 1.14 in.), the flow angle is 180°, meaning that the flow is 
completely reversed. For larger negative values of z, the angle is greater than 180°, 
implying symmetry about z = - 29.0 mm (- 1.14 in.). Again, note the quality of the data 
in that the results pass through either 0’ or 180’ in the vertical plane of symmetry. 
Besides providing insight into the details of the separated flow within and near the 
area of reversed flow, figures 22 and 23 confirm that the “marching” technique can be 
used in a reversed flow to determine flow direction. It must be noted that this 
“marching” technique cannot be used in a two-dimensional reversed-flow region, as, for 
example, in a backward-facing step. When “marching” downward in y the instantaneous 
flow reversal cannot be detected. It was possible to get data for the present 
experiment in the plane of symmetry (z = - 29.0 mm) because of the three-dimensional 
character of the flow in the separated region away from the plane of symmetry, which 
allowed the flow behavior at z = - 29.0 mm to be deduced as the plane of symmetry was 
approached. Thus, the “marching” technique is applicable only in a three-dimensional 
reversed-f low situation. 
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Composite Graphs 
A summary of the behavior of the flow ahead and just downstream of the leading 
edge of the blunt body is presented in figure 24, 25, and 26. These graphs are intended 
to illustrate trends and relative behavior among the various quantities. At x = - 102 mm 
t-.4.0 in.) the mean flow and turbulence quantities are nearly those of a two-dimensional 
boundary layer and show small variation with z. Accordingly, the results at this most 
upstream station are not presented in composite form. These composite graphs show 
that the measured quantities.vary in a significant and consistent manner. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Hot-wire measurements carried out upstream of and near the beginning of a 
juncture formed by a flat plate and a body of constant thickness having a 1.5:l elliptical 
leading edge have led to results from which the following conclusions may be drawn. 
1. At 1.75 body widths upstream of the nose of the body the oncoming 
turbulent boundary layer is affected by the presence of the body, with 
significant skewing out to at least 2.6 body widths away from the vertical 
plane of symmetry. 
2. At 0.66 body widths upstream of the nose there is no flow reversal but the 
maximum skew angle near the plate surface has increased to about 30°. 
3. At 0.19 body widths upstream of the nose the flow near the plate surface has 
turned through an angle of 90’ or greater with respect to its undisturbed 
direction over a distance outward from the vertical plane of symmetry to 
about one-quarter the width of the body. 
4. In the juncture 1.3 body widths downstream of the nose the secondary flow 
vortex is tightly rolled up with the effective core being located about 0.4 
body widths away from the body surface. This distance from the surface 
increases slowly with increasing downstream travel in the juncture, while at 
the same time the vortex weakens and diffuses. 
5. The magnitude and distribution of the turbulent normal and shear stresses in 
the boundary layer upstream of the body nose and outside of the separated 
region are much like those for a two-dimensional turbulent boundary layer. 
Near the body leading edge the indicated turbulence level is high. 
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6. 
7. 
The secondary flow vortex observed in the juncture just downstream of the 
body leading edge transports turbulence toward and away from the plate 
surface in the same manner as previously observed further downstream in 
the juncture. 
The “marching” technique of data acquisition employed here can be used in a 
reversed flow to indicate flow direction. 
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APPENDIX A 
ERROR ANALYSIS 
An important aspect of the presentation of experimental results is the inclusion of 
an estimate of uncertainties in the measured quantities. In this appendix, a list of 
possible sources of error that were encountered during the course of the experiments is 
given. This is followed by a simple error analysis to calculate the uncertainties present 
in the various experimental results. 
Error Sources 
Freestream Velocity. The tunnel flow velocity was in error by less than + 0.5%. 
This error influenced the results as an uncertainty in the mean voltage both during hot- 
wire calibration and during data acquisition. 
Hot-Wire Probe. There was no interference error from the probe support since it 
was located outside the flow field. The blockage effect of the hot-wire needles was 
automatically taken care of when measurements were carried out with the orientation 
of the needles corresponding to that of the hot-wire calibration. It was not possible to 
calculate the blockage effect when the measurement orientations were different from 
that of the hot-wire calibration. 
Hot-Wire Anemometer. The anemometer output drift due to changes in the 
temperature of the wind tunnel air was compensated for by the use of a correction 
procedure which introduced a maximum error of + 0.5% in the mean voltage output and 
negligible error in the RMS voltage. The signal linearizer has an accuracy of + 0.5% in 
curve-fitting the calibration curves. This leads to an error of the same magnitude in 
the mean voltage. 
RMS Voltmeter. The true RMS voltmeter used in the present work has an ACto- 
DC converter accuracy of + 5% in the frequency range of 10 Hz to 50 Hz and + 0.75% in 
the range of 50 Hz to 1 MHz. In an energy spectrum of the hot-wire signal 
corresponding to a typical hot-wire orientation, the contribution from the frequencies 
less than 50 Hz is about 25%. This results in an average error of about + 1.8% in the 
RMS voltage output which in turn affects the accuracy of all of the turbulence stresses. 
Integrating Digital Voltmeter. The voltmeter used here is a high precision 
instrument whose accuracy is in the microvolts range. 
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The Data Reduction Scheme. As explained in the main text, a linear analysis was 
used to interpret the hot-wire output voltages. In this procedure, terms involving 
products of various turbulence quantities as well as triple and higher order correlations 
were neglected. This truncation error enters the data reduction method as an 
uncertainty in the effective cooling velocity. This uncertainty can normally be 
neglected if the ratio of the mean velocity to the turbulence level is high. This was 
true for most of the flow field excluding a small region very close to the flat plate 
surface where the turbulence level was high, and the region of reversed flow 
immediately upstream of the body leading edge where the turbulence level was high and 
the flow velocity was small. 
Estimation of Uncertainties 
The inaccuracies involved in the measurements of the mean voltages (about 1%) 
and the RMS voltages (about 1.8%) were introduced into the equations used for data 
reduction in order to calculate the uncertainties in the reduced results. To keep this 
error analysis simple, the wire angles ( aand 9) and the hot-wire sentitivity coefficients 
(h and k) were not treated as variables. Using the general rules of error propagation the 
following estimates were obtained. 
Uncertainty in Us and Uy 
Uncertainty in u’s 
Uncertainty in uty and u’,, 
Uncertainty in vy and Y(Ji,, 
Uncertainty in UyUn 
- 
about 1% 
about 2% 
about 4% 
about 2% 
about 3% 
In regions where the turbulence level is high, there will be larger uncertainties in the 
results. 
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Table 5 
Variation of local mean flow direction 
upstream of the body leading edge. 
X 
(mm) 
Y 
(mm) 
z 
(mm) (deg fees 1 
-38 85 Cl.0 28, 
-38 ,S -2.5 28. 
S38 ,5 -5.1 i38 7 6 Z: 
-38 .5 -10.2 24. 
-38 .5 -12.7 24. 
-38 85 -15.2 21. 
738 .5 -17.8 19, 
-38 ,5 -20.3 15. 
-33 ,5 -22v9 12. 
-38 .5 -2Se4 5, 
-38 .5 -26.2 3. 
Y38 .5 -26,9 0. 
-30 ,5 -27.9 0. 
-38 ,5 -24.0 -2, 
-38 85 -29.‘7 -3. 
-38 ,5 -30.5 -5, 
-38 ,s -31.2 -7. 
-31 .5 -32,O -7. 
-38 .5 -33.0 -9. 
-38 5 
:5 
-34.3 -12. 
-38 -35..6 -14, 
71 
Table 5. - Continued. 
X z 
(mm) dm) (mm) (deg$es) 
-3% 1 ,Q 0.0 24, 
73% 1 .Q -2.5 25. 
-38 1 ,Q -5.1 23. 
-3% 1 ,Q -7.6 23. 
-3% ? .Q -10.2 21. 
73% 1 .Q -12.7 20, 
‘3% 1 .Q -?5.2 18. 
-38 1 ,Q -17.8 15. 
-3% 1 .Q -20.3 13, 
-3% 1 .Q -22.9 8, 
-3% 1 .Q -25.4 4, 
-38 1.0 -24.2 3. 
-3% 1 ,Q -26.9 2. 
73% 1 .Q -27.9 2. 
-38 1,o -29.0 -0. 
-3% 1 ,Q -29.7 -2. 
-3% 1.0 -30.5 -3. 
-38 1 .Q -31.2 -5. 
-3% 1 .Q -32.0 -5. 
-3% 1,# -33.Q -7, 
-3% 1 .Q -34,3 -9, 
-3% 1 ,Q -35,6 -11. 
72 
Table 5. - Continued. 
X 
(mm) 
Y z 
(mm) (mm) - (degr8ees) 
S38 2.3 -2.5 
“38 2.3 -5.1 
-3% 2.3 -7.6 
13% 2,3 -lo,2 
-3% 2,3 -12.7 
-3% 2.3 -15.2 
-3% 2.3 -17.8 
-38 2.3 -20.3 
73% 2.3 -22.9 
-3% 203 -25.4 
-3% 2,3 -26.2 
-3% 2s3 -26.9 
-3% 2,3 -27.9 
-38 2.3 -29.0 
-3% 2.3 -29.7 
-3% 2,3 -30.5 
-3% 2,3 -31.2 
-30 2v3 -32,O 
-3% 2,3 -33.0 
-3% 2.3 -34.3 
Y38 2,3 -35.6 
-3% 2.3 0.0 19,. 
1%. 
1%. 
17, 
16, 
14, 
13. 
11. 
:: 
2. 
3. 
1 I 
-0, 
-00 
-1 I 
-2. 
-3, 
-3. 
-4, 
-6. 
-7, 
73 
X 
(mm) 
Y 
(mm) 
z 
(mm) ( degr8ees) 
-38 5.1 0.0 14. 
-38 5. I -2.5 
-38 5. I -5.1 
-38 S,? -786 
-38 5.1 -10.2 
-38 5.1 -12.7 
-38 5.1 -15.2 
-3% S#? -17.8 
-3% 5.1 -20.3 
-38 5.1 -22.9 
-38 5.1 -25.4 
-38 5.1 -26.2 
-3% 5.1 -26,9 
-3% S,? -27.9 
-3% 5.1 -29.0 
-3% 5.1 -29.7 
-38 5,I -30.5 4 
-3% 5.1 -31.2 
-38 5.1 -32.0 
-38 5.1 -33. il 
-3% 501 -34,3 
-38 Sal -35.6 
13. 
13. 
11 a 
11. 
to, 
9. 
7. 
S: 
2. 
2. 
1 , 
1 I 
-21 
0. 
0. 
-I 1 
-2. 
-2. 
-3, 
-4, 
74 
Table 5. - Continued. 
X 
(mm) 
Y 
(mm) 
2 
hm) (degr:es) 
-3% 27,9 0.0 6. 
i38 27.9 -2.5 6, 
-3% 27,9 -581 6. 
-3% 27,9 -7.6 6. 
-3% 27,9 -10,2 5. 
-30 27.9 -12.7 41 
73% 27.9 -15.2 4. 
-38 27.9 -?7,# 3. 
-38 27.9 -20.3 2. 
-3% 27,9 -22.9 2. 
-38 27.9 -25.4 1, 
-38 27.9 -2&,2 2. 
-38 27.9 -26,9 0. 
-38 2789 -27.9 2. 
-3% 27.9 -29.0 -6, 
-38 27*9 -29.7 0, 
-38 27#9 -30.5 0, 
-30 27.9 -31,2 0. 
-38 278'3 -32.0 0, 
-3% 27.9 -33.0 -0. 
-3% 27.9 -34.3 -1. 
-3% 27.9 -35.6 -1 I 
Table 5. - Continued. 
X 
(mm) 
Y 
(mm) 
2 
(mm) (degries) 
-11 ,5 25.4 32, 
-11 ,5 
-11 ,5 
-I? .5 
-11 c5 I%. 
-I 1 $5 
-11 ,5 
-11 ,5 
-II .5 
-11 ,5 
-11 .5 
-II 5 
-11 :5 
-11 a5 
-11 ,5 
-?l ,5 
-11 ,5 
-?I 5 
-11 :5 
-11 5 
-I? :5 
-11 .5 
-11 ,5 
-11 .5 
-11 IC Ei 
-11 ,5 
-11 ,5 
-11 =i IC 
-11 ,5 
-I? .5 
-11 ,5 
-I? 5 
-I? :5 
-11 ,5 
-11 ,5 
-?I 5 
-?I :5 
-11 5 
-11 :5 
-11 85 
-11 85 
-11 ,5 
22.9 33. 
20.3 36. 
17.8 38. 
1502 40, 
12.7 42. 
?0,2 46. 
7,6 49, 
5.1 52. 
2,s 56. 
#,# 59, 
-1.3 61, 
-2,s 63, 
-31% 64. 
-5.1 66. 
-6,4 67. 
-7.6 6%. 
-8.9 69, 
-1#,2 718 
-11.4 74. 
-12.7 77, 
-14.0 80. 
-15.2 87, 
-16,s 103. 
-17,8 107, 
-19,l 120. 
-20.3 132. 
-21,6 139, 
-22.9 150, 
-2481 155. 
-25,4 168. 
-26.2 171. 
-26a9 176, 
-27;9 179. 
-29.0 184. 
-29.7 187. 
-30.5 191. 
-3112 194, 
-32.0 19%. 
-33.0 203, 
-34n3 209,. 
-35,6 216. 
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Table 5. - Continued. 
X Y 2 
(mm) (mm) (mm) (degr8eesJ 
-11 
-I? 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-?I 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-?I 
-11 
-11 
-?I 
-11 
-?I 
-11 
-?I 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
1.3 25.4 29,. 
1.3 20.3 33. 
1.3 15.2 35, 
113 to,2 42. 
1.3 581 4%. 
I,3 2.5 51. 
183 o,o 551 
1.3 -1.3 56, 
la3 -2.5 57. 
1.3 -3.8 59. 
la3 -5,l 61 a 
I.3 -6,4 63, 
?a3 -706 65, 
I.3 -8.9 67, 
I,3 -IO,2 70, 
f.3 -11.4 73. 
I.3 -12.7 77. 
1,s -14.0 83. 
1.3 -15.2 92. 
?,3 -16.5 9%. 
I.3 -178% 10%. 
?,3 -19,l 122. 
I.3 -20.3 133. 
1.3 -21.6 142, 
1.3 -22.9 149. 
I.3 -2401 15%. 
I,3 -25.4 164, 
i,3 -26.2 169, 
1.3 -26.9 1731 
1.3 -27.9 178. 
1.3 -29.0 183, 
?,3 -29.7 190. 
I.3 -30.5 191, 
1.3 -31,2 197. 
1.3 -32.0 204. 
1.3 -33.0 207. 
1.3 -34.3 214. 
1.3 -35.6 226, 
77 
X Y z 9 
(mm) (mm) (mm) (degrees) 
-11 
-11 
-II 
-11 
-?I 
-II 
-11 
-?I 
-II 
-11 
-11 
-?I 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-?I 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-II 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-II 
2.6 
2.0 
.' 6 
Lo 
2,# 
2 I Cl 
2,# 
2.0 
2,# 
2.0 
2,# 
2,# 
2 I 6 
2.# 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2,# 
2,# 
2,# 
2,# 
2.0 
2.0 
2*# 
2,# 
2t# 
2 I 6 
280 
2.0 
2,# 
280 
2,# 
2.0 
210 
2,# 
2*# 
2.0 
2,# 
25.4 27, 
20.3 29, 
IS,2 34, 
I#,2 38. 
5.1 43. 
2.5 45. 
6,Q 47. 
-1.3 49, 
-2.5 51. 
-3,8 52, 
-581 53. 
-6.4 55. 
-7,6 57. 
-8,9 59. 
-10.2 62. 
-11,4 64, 
-1267 6%. 
-?4,# 72. 
-is,2 76. 
-16.5 84, 
-17.8 93. 
-19.1 ?#I, 
-20.3 111, 
-2146 125, 
-22.9 132, 
-24,l 140. 
-25,4 153. 
-26i.2 159. 
-26.9 164, 
-27.9 171, 
-29.0 179, 
-29.7 190, 
-30.5 192. 
-31,2 195, 
-32,# 19%. 
-33.0 269. 
-34.3 215. 
-35.6 225. 
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Table 5. - Continued. 
X 
(mm) 
Y 
(mm) Cm’rnl 
8 
(degrees) 
-I? 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-II 
-II 
-11 
-?I 
-II 
-11 
-11 
-II 
-11 
-1 I 
-1 I 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-?I 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-?I 
-?I 
-11 
-?I 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-II 
-11 
-11 
3,l 
3.1 
3.1 
3.1 
3.1 
3,l 
3.1 
3.1 
3.1 
3.1 
3nl 
33:: 
3,I 
3.1 
3.1 
311 
3,I 
3,l 
3,l 
3.1 
3.1 
3,l 
3,I 
3.1 
3,I 
3.1 
3.1 
3.1 
3.1 
3.1 
3.1 
3.1 
3.1 
3.1 
3.1 
3.1 
3.1 
25.4 24. 
26.3 26. 
15.2 36. 
16.2 33, 
5.1 37. 
2.5 39, 
6.6 41. 
-?,3 42. 
-2.5 44, 
-3.8 45. 
-5.1 47, 
-6,4 48, 
-7,6 49, 
-#,.9 51 I 
-1602 53. 
-11.4 55. 
-12.7 56. 
-14,Q 56, 
-15.2 5%. 
-16.5 57, 
-17.8 58, 
-1901 57. 
-26.3 56. 
-21.6 53. 
-22.9 49. 
-24,l 46. 
-25.4 26. 
-26.2 13. 
-26.9 9. 
-27.9 4, 
-29.6 1. 
-29.7 -6. 
-36.5 -3. 
-31.2 -7, 
-3206 -12. 
-33.6 -26. 
-34.3 -36. 
-3586 -39 I 
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X 
(mm) 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-I? 
-11 
-11 
-fl 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-I? 
-11 
-11 
-?I 
-11 
-II 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
-11 
Y 
(mm) 
3.6 
3.6 
s:; 
386 
3,6 
3,6 
3,6 
3.6 
3.6 
3,6 
3.6 
3,6 
3.6 
366 
386 
3a6 
306 
3.6 
3.6 
z:: 
396 
3.6 
3,6 
3a6 
3.6 
3.6 
3.6 
3.6 
3.6 
3.6 
316 
3.6 
3.6 
3,6 
3-6 
3,6 
Table 5. - Continued. 
Z 
(mm) (degrtes) 
25.4 23. 
20.3 
IS*2 
1602 
581 
2,s 
606 
-1.3 
-2.5 
-3.8 
-5.1 
-6.4 
-7a6 
-8.9 
-16.2 
-11.4 
-12.7 
-14.6 
-15.2 
-16.5 
-17.8 
-19,t 
-26.3 
-21.6 
-22.9 
-24.1 
-25.4 
-26,2 
-26.9 
-27.9 
-29.6 
-29.7 
-36.5 
-31.2 
-32.0 
-33.6 
-34,3 
-35.6 
26. 
Z: 
35, 
33:: 
46, 
46. 
41, 
43. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
49. 
49, 
49). 
56. 
56, 
49. 
dS: 
42. 
38. 
34, 
25, 
11, 
11. 
9, 
4, 
6. 
-3, 
-4, 
-7, 
-9, 
-14, 
-20, 
-28, 
80 
X 
(mm) 
Y 
(mm) 
Z 
(mm) (degzes) 
-11 25.4 6.6 18, 
-11 25.4 -5,l 19. 
-1 I 2514 -?Q,2 26, 
-it 25.4 -12.7 20, 
-11 2584 -15.2 19. 
-11 25.4 -17.8 18, 
-11 25,4 -20.3 17, 
-11 25;4 -21 a6 16. 
-?I 25.4 -22.9 14, 
-11 25.4 -24 a 1 tt I 
-11 25a4 -25.4 11, 
-11 2584 -26.2 8. 
-11 2504 -26.9 6. 
-11 25.4 -27.9 4, 
-11 25.4 -29.6 2. 
-11 25.4 -29.7 -6, 
-?I 25.4 -36.5 -1 I 
-1 I 25.4 -31.2 -2, 
-11 2504 -32.0 -5. 
-11 25.4 -33.0 -6. 
-1 I 2514 -34.3 -8, 
-11 25,4 -35.6 -11, 
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Initial line of 
vorticity in oncoming 
boundary layer 
“Horse Shoe” 
Vortex Core 
,-\ 
(from Separation) 
“Rotated” line 
(from skewing of 
boundarv layer 
Figure 1. - Schematic of the flow in a juncture. 
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Motion 
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Figure 4. - Details of instrumented segment. 
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I- Surface of the flat plate 
Surface 
plug 
(a) Horizontal wire. 
(b) Slant wire. 
Figure 5. - Details of hot wires. 
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I 
Hot-wire coordinates (for taking data) 
------ Laboratory coordinates (for data presentation) 
Figure 6. - Coordinate axes. 
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u +u 
Y Y 
t Axis of wire rotation 
Y 
Hot wire 
I r/- Wire support needles 
L Hot wire projection 
on s-n plane 
Hot-wire coordinate system (for taking data) 
--------Laboratory coordinate system (for data presentation) 
. 
Figure 7. - Schematic of hot wire in the Cartesian coordinate system. 
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Figure 8. - Typical variation- in mean voltage output with angle 
of rotation.Horizontal wire (a = 0). 
89 
(a) Nonlinear results. 
15.2 
(b) Linearized results, 
Figure 9. - Typical hot wire calibration results. 
Straight‘wire (ix = 0). 
90 
v2 = y, = u 
t 
Y 
x’3 
/ x3 
=Z 
v’3 = un 
=o 
/ 
v3 = uz 
Figure 10. - The two Cartesian co-ordinate systems. 
Figure 11. - Surface oil-f low visualization 
near the body leading edge. 
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0 A 0 z, mm 
0 50.8 
A 0.0 
0 A 0 
o - 29.0 
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-5. 0. 5. 10. 15. 
8, degrees 
(a) x = - 102 mm. 
Figure 15. - Variation of local mean 
flow direction. 
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0. I I 
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(b) x= - 38 mm. 
Figure 15. - Continued. 
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Figure 15. - Continued. 
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Figure 15. - Continued. 
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Figure 15. - Continued. 
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Figure 15. - Concluded. 
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(a) Mean velocity Ux= 
Figure 16. - Mean velocities and turbulence 
stresses upstream of the 
juncture (x = - 102 mm). 
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Figure 16. - Continued. 
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